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Abstract— Most Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) experi-
ments are costly and time consuming because they involve
deploying a physical robot in a physical space. Experiments
using virtual environments can be easier and less expensive,
but it is difficult to ensure that the results will be valid in the
physical domain. To begin to answer this concern, we have per-
formed an evaluation comparing participants’ understanding of
robotic guidance instructions using robots that were virtually,
remotely, or physically present for the experiment. All but one
set of experimental conditions gave similar results across the
three presence levels. Further, we find that qualitative responses
about the robots were largely the same regardless of presence
level.

I. INTRODUCTION

New simulation tools allow for easier creation and deploy-
ment of virtual environments than ever before. A variety
of free and/or open-source toolkits now exist to create
3D models and 3D interactive environments. Human-robot
interaction experiments can now be created in the same way
as video games, with virtual agents in a virtual setting.
These experiments can then be deployed online to take
advantage of crowdsourcing. Thus, virtual experiments can
be quickly and inexpensively created and completed with the
help of participants on the internet. Results from the virtual
experiments can be used in an iterative fashion to improve a
robot for later, potentially more complicated experiments.

Currently, human-robot interaction experiments are usu-
ally performed in a laboratory or real-world setting where
robots physically interact with human participants. Two
alternatives to the traditional physical presence experiment
paradigm now exist: a remote presence paradigm where
the robot is located elsewhere so interaction occurs through
video streaming and a virtual presence paradigm where
the participant interacts with a simulation of a robot in
a virtual environment. Some interactions, such as those
involving emergency situations, are difficult to perform in
a laboratory setting and can be impossible to perform in a
real-world setting. In this work, we determine the extent to
which virtual, remote, or physical environments can be used
to evaluate human understanding of instructions given by
robots. We compare our previous results using virtual robots
[1] to results from two new experiments presented in this
paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Other researchers have explored the difference between
various robot-presence paradigms in different research ar-
eas. Related work has found that participants are generally
unlikely to follow “unusual requests,” such as throwing
textbooks in the trash, given by a remote presence robot
as compared to a physically present robot [2]. Other work
has found that physically present robots are rated better than
their virtual or remote counterparts at coaching tasks [3].
In [4], robots were more effective in influencing human
participants for 3D (real-world) tasks, but virtual agents
were more effective for 2D tasks (i.e. tasks on a computer
screen). Another study found that virtual agents and physical
agents both had their benefits and problems when conducting
discussions with participants about health topics [5]. These
prior efforts give evidence that robots must be present to
have a social effect on human participants in real-world tasks.
Our work differs from these domains in that it is focused on
participant understanding of robot instructions. We specifi-
cally test the ability for a human participant to understand
robot instructions in emergency scenarios, but this work also
applies in other domains where robots would have to convey
information to nearby people. We do not ask participants to
act on a virtual robot’s guidance in a real-world situation,
we simply ask participants what they think the robot is
trying to communicate. We expect that participants will be
able to understand instructions from a robot in each of the
domains we test (virtual, remote and physical), even though
related work suggests that participants will be more likely
to follow these instructions from a physical robot than from
other paradigms. A similar study that compared responses
to videos of a robot approaching a human actor with real-
world responses to a robot approaching a participant found
little difference in the methodologies for that domain [6].

In the emergency domain, simulated emotions have been
tested to improve human responses when a robot instructs
a human to leave a room due to an unexpected emergency
[7]. This work began similar to our previous work in [1]
by using videos posted online to determine if participants
could understand the emotions displayed by the robot [8].
The robot gave clear, verbal instructions aided by emotional
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actions, so participants were only tested on their ability to
understand the robot’s emotional actions and comply with
its requests. In the past, we have used virtual environments
to evaluate prototypes of our emergency guidance robot [1],
[9], [10].

III. VIRTUAL, REMOTE AND PHYSICAL PRESENCE
EXPERIMENTS

There are many different factors that will influence
whether a virtual, remote or physical experiment is best for a
particular human-robot interaction study. In this section, we
briefly discuss the advantages and disadvantages of each.

A. Physical Presence Experiments

A physical human-robot interaction experiment requires
the use of an actual robot (as opposed to a virtual robot)
and thus typically requires physical space to perform the
experiment. The physical space is most often a laboratory,
but can also be a house, a public place or a workspace such
as a factory or office. Regardless, the participant and/or the
robot, along with any other necessary equipment, must be
transported to the location of the experiment. Transporting
a robot can be expensive and prone to errors. Robots used
in experiments are typically under active development and
thus are often unsuited for locations far from the laboratory.
Convincing participants to come to a laboratory to perform
an experiment can also be costly and results in self-selection:
only those who have spare time and means of transportation
are likely to participate. For this reason, many HRI exper-
iments performed in university laboratories utilize students
of the university as participants.

Many HRI experiments are appropriate to administer in a
laboratory setting. For example, learning by demonstration
typically requires participants to touch or closely observe
a physical robot and does not depend on its surroundings
in any particular way. Other HRI experiments, such as
those involving search and rescue robots, present problems
for experimenters. It is difficult to transform a laboratory
into a believable disaster area. Previous work has presented
experiments with a selection of props and a written scenario
[7]. Others use specially built areas, such as the Disaster City
at Texas A&M (see [11] and [12] for examples), but such
areas are rare and expensive to create.

Most laboratory robots are under active development and
thus are not completely free of errors. An error made
by a robot during an experiment can potentially injure a
participant and will almost certainly affect the response of the
participant. Another potentially confounding factor is noise
and other distractions from nearby laboratories as an exper-
iment is in progress. Even the presence of the experimenter
can affect the outcome of the experiment. Controlling these
factors in a laboratory setting requires considerable effort.

B. Virtual Presence Experiments

We define a virtual human-robot interaction experiment as
an experiment where participants observe and interact with
a simulation of a robot through a computer. The robot must

be entirely simulated and the interaction must take place in
some sort of a virtual environment, similar to interactions
in video games. This paradigm is attractive because most
scenarios that are difficult to create in a laboratory are fairly
easy to create using modern three-dimensional modeling
software and game engines. It is possible to create the exact
scenario that the experimenter would like to test in a virtual
environment.

Another benefit of virtual experiments is that they can
be deployed to participants anywhere in the world via the
internet. Most game engines have an option to create a web-
based game that can be loaded by a web browser plugin.
Even participants with no video game experience can then
interact with a virtual robot in the environment chosen by
the experimenter. Recently, many experiments have used
this technique to increase the number of participants who
experience their robot [13], [8], [10]. Crowdsourcing an
experiment on the internet using services such as Amazon’s
Mechanical Turk allows for a larger participant population
base than is typically available for physical experiments.
Other studies have found that Mechanical Turk provides a
more diverse participant base than traditional human studies
performed with university students [14], [15], [16], [17].
These studies found that the Mechanical Turk user base
is generally younger in age but otherwise demographically
similar to the general population of the United States (at the
time of those studies, Mechanical Turk was only available
in USA). Crowdsourcing also allows the experiment to be
performed in parallel with typically much faster results than
physical experiments. A virtual experiment that requires one
hundred participants to each spend one minute interacting
with a robot can have final results in minutes or hours, rather
than the days or weeks necessary to recruit, assemble, and
supervise such a population for a physical experiment. Thus,
virtual experiments are most useful in situations where the
experimenter wishes to iterate through prototypes or pilot
studies rapidly.

The behavior of a simulated, virtual robot can be con-
trolled easier than a physical robot. This is not applicable for
user studies or other studies where the quirks of the robot
are being examined, but can be helpful when exploring the
behaviors a robot should perform to effectively influence a
human participant. As an example, in our previous virtual
studies, we measured the loss of trust a participant experi-
enced in a robot after the robot performed specific errors
[10]. If the robot performed other errors than those specified
in the experimental case, or malfunctioned during the control
case, then we would have to discard results and recruit
additional participants. By using a simulation environment,
we could tightly control the behavior of the robot and ensure
that no unintentional errors were committed.

Virtual experiments are not without their problems. Par-
ticipants must volunteer for the experiment, thus there is
still self-selection bias in the participant population. This
is balanced by allowing a much larger body of participants
to volunteer through the use of the internet. While virtual
experiments remove the possibility of noise and other dis-
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tractions from nearby laboratories, they lose the ability to
tightly control the environment in which a participant per-
forms the experiment. A participant may choose to perform
the experiment while watching television or listening to
music and thus miss an important component. This can be
mitigated by asking participants to explain their responses,
thus ensuring that a thoughtful process was used in their
actions, and by asking participants questions which check
their understanding of the experiment. An additional issue is
that other studies have found that social interactions between
humans and robots are not always well represented through
non-physical presence [2], [3].

C. Remote Presence Experiments
The use of video streaming technology for remote pres-

ence experiments allows for a happy medium between virtual
and physical experiments. In remote experiments, partici-
pants view a video of a robot (either prerecorded or live)
and complete their tasks through a web interface. Remote
experiments allow participants to observe the actual robot
hardware as it performs its experimental tasks, but do not
allow participants to touch the robot. The use of prerecorded
videos allows experimenters to gather participant feedback
on designs that are still under active development and might
not perform perfectly in every trial. Additionally, videos can
be recorded or streamed from a laboratory setting, which
allows participants to be involved in the experiment even
if they cannot physically travel to the laboratory. Remote
experiments can often be crowdsourced, similar to virtual
experiments. Videos can be placed on a service like Ama-
zon’s Mechanical Turk and be available to a larger participant
population than physical experiments. These experiments
have similar drawbacks to virtual experiments, with the one
major improvement being the use of the actual robot in
the experiment to remove any effect simulation artifacts
would have on participant responses. As mentioned above,
the remote presence paradigm has been previously tested in
[2], [3].

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Three experiments were performed and compared to deter-
mine the effect of the virtual, remote, and physical presence
paradigms on participant responses. The first experiment
asked participants on Mechanical Turk to rate videos of
virtual robots performing gestures (complete results from
this experiment alone can be found in [1]). The second
experiment tested the remote paradigm by recording videos
of real robots performing gestures and again using Mechan-
ical Turk to gather data. The third experiment tested the
physical paradigm by gathering participants in a laboratory
environment and measuring their response to a real robot
performing instructions in front of them. Each experiment
used the platforms or a subset of the platforms discussed
below.

A. Robot to Human Information Conveyance Modalities
In [1], we defined and evaluated methods for a robot to

instruct a participant to 1) proceed to the left or right, 2)

(a) Baseline Platform (b) Dynamic Sign Platform

(c) Multi-Arm Gesture Plat-
form

(d) Multi-Arm Gesture with
Dynamic Sign Platform

Fig. 1: The virtual and remote/physical robots used in
this study. Virtual platforms are shown on the left and
remote/physical platforms on the right for each platform.

proceed forward, 3) turn around, or 4) stay in place. A brief
description of these methods follows, but a full description
can be found in [1].

1) Baseline Platform: The robot platforms used in these
experiments were designed based on the Willow Garage
Turtlebot 2 due to its ease of use and general availability.
The baseline platform (Figure 1a) used only its motion to
convey instructions. For directional guidance, it turned in the
direction the participant should proceed (e.g. left, backward
or forward) and oscillated about that direction by 30 degrees
to its left and right. To convey the stay in place instruction,
it spun in place.

2) Dynamic Sign: The dynamic sign platform (Figure
1b) coupled the baseline platform with written instructions
provided to the participant. Written instructions and symbols
such as arrows were deployed through a mounted tablet in-
terface (11.1” Samsung Galaxy Tab). The instruction screens
can be seen in Figure 2. Additional, the robot carried signs
that declared the robot’s purpose as an emergency guidance
aid. The signs were in two cylindrical components: one on
the top of the Turtlebot and one just above the base. The
top sign displayed “Emergency” in each of the four cardinal
directions around the cylinder and the bottom sign displayed
“Guide Robot” in the same manner.

3) Multi-Arm Gesture Platform: The Multi-Arm Gesture
platform combined the baseline platform with a gestural
interface for providing instructions. Gestures were enabled
by mounting two robot arms (PhantomX Pincher AX-12)
onto the base. For directional instructions, the whole platform
turns to face the direction it wishes the human to proceed and
the arms point forward (Figure 3a). The arms then oscillate
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(a) Left (b) Turn Around (c)
Forward

(d) Wait

Fig. 2: Dynamic Signs Text and Symbols

(a) Example of
arms pointing. In
this figure, the
arms are gesturing
to the left.

(b) Example of two
arms crossing.

Fig. 3: Examples of Arm Gestures. In each case, the arm
moves from the solid black position to the solid gray position
and back in the direction of the dotted arrows.

slightly along the vertical axis to “wave” the participant in
the required direction. For the stay in place instruction, the
robot faces the participant and alternates between both arms
straight up and arms crossed (Figure 3b). This robot also
carried the Emergency Guide Robot signs.

4) Multi-Arm Gesture with Dynamic Sign: Our final plat-
form combined the Multi-Arm Gesture platform with the
Dynamic Sign platform (Figure 1d). The robot performed
the same motions and arm gestures as in the Multi-Arm
Gesture condition. Participants could also see the tablet as
it approached them, but in the left and forward instruction
conditions the robot turned to point in a particular direction
and the tablet was obscured for the rest of the condition.

B. Virtual and Remote Presence Experiments

To evaluate human understanding of the virtual and re-
mote robot guidance modalities we utilized two between-
subjects experiments. The experimental setup was similar for
each paradigm. Participants were recruited and the studies
conducted using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk service. This
service allows an experimenter to recruit a large number of
participants from across the United States and several other
countries. The original virtual study contained additional
variables not presented here and required 192 participants. Of
those, 64 participants rated the same robots as in the remote
paradigm and those results are presented below to contrast
with the other paradigms. See [1] for additional details about
the virtual study. A total of 64 participants performed this
survey for the remote paradigm.

Participants began each study by reading and acknowl-
edging a consent form. Next, they completed a demographic
survey collecting information about gender, age, national-
ity, occupation, and education. Then, the participants were

presented with videos of one particular robot performing
each of the four instructions (one instruction for each video).
Each participant was only shown the videos for one robot.
Participants were asked “What is this robot asking you
to do?” after each demonstration and given the following
options to choose from:

• Go to the left
• Go to the right
• Go forward
• Turn around
• Stay in place
• Follow robot
• I do not know

They were then asked to give a confidence value for their
answer (1-7) and asked to explain their answer in paragraph
form. Several instructions were given as multiple choice
answers for each video, including some that never appeared
in the test so that participants could not use process of
elimination to give an answer. The dependent variable being
measured was their answer to the multiple choice question
and the comments were used to understand that answer. The
order of the videos was randomized.

In the virtual study, videos were each approximately 15
seconds long and 800 x 600 pixels in size. In the remote
study, videos were each approximately 40 seconds long and
1280 x 720 pixels in size. Participants were paid $0.50 for
completing the virtual study and $1.00 for completing the
remote study. Participants were only allowed to take one
study, not both. IRB approval was obtained before either
study began.

C. Physical Presence Experiment

To evaluate our robot in a physical presence experiment
we again used a between-subjects study. A total of 48 par-
ticipants were recruited by posting fliers around the Georgia
Tech campus and by emailing students. Only three conditions
were tested in this study: the Baseline, Multi-Arm Gesture
and Multi-Arm Gesture with Dynamic Sign platforms. The
Dynamic Sign was not tested because it was unable to be
seen at a distance in prior experiments and thus would not
be suitable for real-world deployment.

The experiment began with participants reading and sign-
ing a consent form. Participants then lined up along a wall
facing the robot’s demonstration point in an office environ-
ment. The experiment location was in the same building
as the videos for the remote experiment were recorded. A
hallway in front gave the impression that participants could
travel to the left, right, or forward. Multiple participants
observed the robot’s demonstrations in each trial; however,
participants were instructed not to communicate with each
other during the procedure and an experimenter was present
to supervise. Participants observed a single platform perform
all four instructions and answered survey questions about
each. The survey questions were identical to those in the
virtual and remote experiments except on paper instead of
a webpage. In our prior experiments we failed to find an
ordering effect, so in this experiment we did not randomize
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Fig. 4: Results for the physical experiment compared with
corresponding platforms in the virtual and remote experi-
ments. Note that the Dynamic Sign platform was not tested
in the physical experiment. Multi-Arm Gesture was the only
platform with statistically significant (p < 0.05) results be-
tween presence levels. This discrepancy is discussed further
in Section V-C.2.

the order of the instructions for each session. Each session
observed first the backward, then the left, then the forward
and finally the stay instruction. Participants were allowed to
revise previous answers as long as the experiment was in
progress. After the demonstrations, participants completed
a demographic survey and were allowed to ask any ques-
tions they might have about the robot or the experiment.
Participants were compensated $10.00 for their time. IRB
approval was obtained before the study began. All robot
demonstrations were automated. The experimenter controlled
which demonstration would be presented at which time using
a laptop interface.

V. RESULTS

Results from all three experiments can be seen in Figure
4. A summary of the results for virtual platforms is presented
below, followed by our findings for remote and physical
platforms.

A. Virtual Presence Experiment

In general, the virtual presence experiment found that
the baseline platform was difficult to understand but that
platforms with dynamic signs and robot arms could be
understood. Combining the dynamic sign and multi-arm
gesture platforms produced the best results. These results
were promising, but required validation in the remote and
physical paradigms. See [1] for a complete discussion of the
virtual results. Results relevant to our comparison of presence
levels are shown below.

B. Remote Presence Experiment

A total of 64 participants (denoted as N below, 39%
female, mean age of 34.1 years old, 97% from USA)
responded to a total of 256 questions (denoted as R below)
in this study. Their answers were compared to answers

(N = 64, R = 256) about the same platforms in the virtual
study.

1) Baseline: Overall, 32.8% of instructions were correctly
understood when presented by the remote Baseline platform.
This is 7.8% worse than the virtual platform results (see
Section V-C.1 for statistical analysis). As in the virtual study,
the left instruction was generally understood but the other
instructions were not. Participants interpreted the oscillating
motion in the forward and backward instructions as the
robot shaking its “head” to indicate “no.” They generally
interpreted this “no” to mean that they should stay in place
and not proceed in any direction. They understood the
spinning motion that we intended to mean stay in place as an
indication that they should turn around. Comments indicated
that participants were unsure about their answers even though
they could clearly see the robot.

2) Dynamic Sign: Again, a small difference was found
between the remote and virtual platforms for the dynamic
sign. Overall, 96.9% of responses indicated participants
understood the instructions. We expected 100% of responses
to indicate understanding, as in the virtual case, but one
person answered that it was telling him to go right when
it was actually indicating left (although the explanation
given indicates the participant understood the intention) and
another participant reported that one of the four videos
would not play for technical reasons. The difference was
not statistically significant (χ2(1, N = 32, R = 128) =
0.642, p = 0.154). Thus we can conclude that the dynamic
sign is understandable when experienced at this distance.

3) Multi-Arm Gesture: The remote Multi-Arm Gesture
platform performed about the same as the virtual platform.
Overall, 79.7% of instructions were understood for the
remote platform compared to 82.8% for the virtual platform
(see Section V-C.2 for statistical analysis). Even though there
was some confusion as to whether the forward and backward
instructions actually meant to follow the robot, a large
majority of participants understood the instructions. Five
participants were unable to understand the stay instruction.
One thought it was indicating “no,” and thus to turn around
and go backwards, by crossing its arms. The others answered
“unknown” and indicated they had no guess. One reported
that he thought the robot was panicking.

4) Multi-Arm Gesture with Dynamic Sign: The remote
Multi-Arm Gesture with Dynamic Sign performed exactly
the same as its virtual counterpart. Comment responses were
also very similar to the virtual case. When the dynamic
sign was visible throughout the entire video (the backwards
and stay instructions) participants answered exactly as we
expected. When it was obscured for a portion of the time
(the left and forward cases) a small number of participants
were unable to understand the instructions (one in the left
case, four in the forward case).

C. Physical Presence Experiment

A total of 48 participants (denoted as N below, 30%
female, mean age of 24.7 years old) responded to a total
of 192 questions (denoted as R below) for this experiment
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over fourteen sessions. The number of participants in each
session ranged from one to seven. The results were broken
up by platform type and compared to corresponding platform
types in the virtual and remote experiments. Results can
be seen in Figure 4. Participants viewed an actual robot
performing live demonstrations, so there were occasional
robot failures. Of the 56 total gestures performed, three were
repeated. One due to the arms losing sync during the wave
procedure (one arm was up and the other was down instead
of moving together), one due to operator error (the wrong
gesture was chosen) and one due to a participant arriving
late. In each case, participants were instructed to ignore the
failed demonstration and only answer survey questions about
the correct one.

1) Baseline: The Baseline platform showed no difference
in the physical experiment when compared to the virtual
experiment (40.6% of participants understood the instruc-
tions) and a 7.8% greater understandability when compared
with the remote experiment results (χ2(2, N = 48, R =
192) = 0.191, p = 0.575 across all three presence levels).
No surprises were found in the comments, either. As in the
previous experiments, participant comments generally indi-
cated confusion rather than understanding for this platform.

2) Multi-Arm Gesture: The Multi-Arm Gesture platform
did show a significant difference based on presence level
(χ2(2, N = 48, R = 192) = 0.393, p = 0.001). Over
all instructions, the physical platform was 26.5% less un-
derstandable than in the virtual experiment and 23.4% less
understandable than in the remote experiment. This was a
curious result, so further analysis was warranted. Comparing
responses to individual instructions across the three presence
levels revealed that the biggest difference was in the un-
derstandability of the backward instruction (Figure 5). The
other three instructions ranged from a 6.2% to a 18.7%
difference between presence conditions (left: χ2(2, N =
48, R = 48) = 0.274, p = 0.360, forward: χ2(2, N =
48, R = 48) = 0.254, p = 0.413, stay: χ2(2, N = 48, R =
48) = 0.142, p = 0.695), but the backward instruction
had a 62.5% difference between the remote and physical
conditions and a 68.7% difference between virtual and phys-
ical (χ2(2, N = 48, R = 48) = 0.393, p < 0.001). We
believe that this is entirely due to our experiment location.
Recall that participants were lined up along a wall to observe
the robot and that we had hoped the doors in the wall
would provide a believable route in the backwards direction.
Instead, participants indicated in the comments that the robot
was pointing at them but that no route was available behind
them and thus the robot must be telling them something else.
Five believed that the robot wanted them to follow it, five
decided on stay in place and four thought the robot actually
wanted them to move forward, believing that this was a
beckoning gesture.

3) Multi-Arm Gesture with Dynamic Sign: The final plat-
form performed exactly the same over all four instructions as
it did in both the virtual and remote conditions. For each in-
struction, only one or two participants did not understand the
direction correctly. One participant indicated that the robot
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Fig. 5: Detailed results of the Multi-Arm Gesture platform
across all three presence levels. The only major anomaly is
participants’ inability to understand the “backward” instruc-
tion in the physical experiment.

gave two different directions during the backward instruction
and was recorded as an unknown in our results because
they could not distinguish between the two directions. Both
participants who did not understand the forward instruction
indicated that they thought the robot wanted them to follow
it, which is similar to the remote and virtual experiments.

VI. DISCUSSION

All of the results in the remote experiment and the physical
Baseline and Multi-Arm Gesture with Dynamic Sign show
little difference between the virtual, remote, and physical
experiments. These platforms ranged from a 0% difference
to a 7.8% difference over all instructions. None of these
results were significant at a p = 0.05 level. The only
anomalous platform condition, Multi-Arm Gesture in the
physical experiment, only had a significant difference in
a single instruction. As explained above, we believe that
is because the location of the experiment did not have
an obvious exit route in the direction the robot indicated,
and thus this result is spurious. Qualitatively, participants
gave similar explanations for their interpretations of the
instructions in all three experiments.

As in our previous study [1], participants attempted to
understand the robot’s instructions with any information
that they had. All participants gave explanations for their
response. One participant tried to help our design process
by suggesting we use colored lights and loud sounds to aid
people with cognitive disabilities or people taking narcotic
medication in understanding the robot’s instructions. Many
participants in the remote experiment observed that there is a
green light on the back of the Turtlebot base. This light shows
brightly in the video but is dim in person, so we had not
considered it as a potential feature of the robot. Participants
who noticed the light interpreted the green light as a signal to
mean go forward or follow the robot. This was only observed
in cases where no intelligible guidance instructions could
be seen by participants, such as the Baseline platform. Any
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participants who could see arm movements, for example,
ignored the green light and focused on the intended gestures.
The same effect was seen when the robot would tend slightly
to the left or to the right at the end of its path: participants
would interpret this minor deviation as an indication that
they should proceed in that direction. We can infer that if
participants cannot understand the instructions of a robot they
will attempt to glean knowledge out of any feature visible,
no matter how insignificant or unintentional that feature was
to the robot designer.

A valid study should have as diverse a population of
participants as the expected population of future users. When
the demographics of our remote study population were
compared with our physical study population, we found that
the physical study population was much younger (average of
9.4 years younger) and had a somewhat lower female to male
ratio. Moreover, 46 of 48 participants in the physical study
indicated that they were students. This is not surprising given
that recruitment for the study was mainly confined to the
Georgia Tech campus, but many other studies use a similar
recruitment strategy without attempting to gather a wider
audience. For our study, this did not matter as participants
in the physical and remote studies gave almost identical
answers, but other studies may not be so fortunate.

VII. CONCLUSION

Our results in this study show that there is little difference
between virtual, remote and physical robot presence in HRI
experiments that focus on understanding instructions given
by robots. Only one platform had a significant difference
in responses between the presence levels tested and we
have concluded that was an anomaly related to our testing
setup. We do not generalize this result to mean that all
HRI experiments can be performed in a virtual setting,
but rather that this is one experiment in the subset of all
experiments that can be performed in a virtual setting as
accurately as in a physical setting. We feel confident that
other experiments which rely on a participant’s ability to
understand instructions conveyed by a robot would be valid
using a virtual setting.

Performing this experiment first in a virtual setting, then in
a remote setting, and finally validating in a physical setting
allowed us to generate seven virtual robots, prune these to
four useful physical designs and then use crowdsourcing to
again prune our platforms and experimental conditions be-
fore performing a costly and time-intensive physical presence
experiment with three robots. Early tests with a large number
of participants (192) conducted in the virtual domain allowed
us to focus on platforms that were worthwhile in later, more
costly and time consuming tests with 48 participants. We
believe other design processes can benefit from a similar
process when developing new robots for HRI tasks.

Future work includes determining the extent to which
experiments in the emergency domain can be evaluated in
virtual environments. Experiments in the emergency domain
must be simulated: in a physical setting they are simulated
with props and narratives, in a virtual setting they are

simulated with computer graphics. In future work, we will
present experiments that determine the mapping between
results taken from the virtual domain and those from the
physical domain.
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